ATTENTION
We would like to ask all traders and exhibitors to read the following information – which is also
included in the Special Terms of Participation – carefully and to take it into consideration when
preparing the fair appearance as well as during the fair itself.
Every exhibitor is obliged to publish his company name at his stand (at facia or with a suitable
company sign).

The following items may not be exhibited and not be sold:
-

Items that do not satisfy the law on weapons, the law for the protection of minors or other laws

-

Products that glorify violence or are pornographic. In the case of yaoi, yuri and hentai items, it
should be noted that a large number of the visitors are minors who must not be allowed
access to such products.

-

Decorative weapons and imitation weapons, in particular also items that are usually prohibited
in our Cosplay rules (www.manga-comic-con.com/cosplay/cosplay_rules/)
Self-produced or industrially manufactured and packaged food and drink products. The
provision of free samples and sale of packaged Japanese specialities, e. g. sweets, is
permitted. Please note the applicable hygiene and food regulations. Please think of labelling
ingredients in German language.

-

Drones or similar flying objects

-

Counterfeit and non-licensed goods
Lucky Bags without summary

Please take note of point 11 of our Special Conditions of Participation.
At the organiser’s request, the exhibitor must provide plausible information regarding the legality of the
products (e. g. in the case of works that are obviously protected by copyright law, he must submit
proof of a license or proof that these are products that entered the European Economic Area with the
creator’s approval). Failure to submit such plausible information shall authorise the organiser to
demand that the affected products are removed from the stand, and to exclude the exhibitor from
further participation in the trade fair if he fails to comply with these instructions.
Infringements of the circumstances listed here will incur a contractual penalty, the amount of which
shall be at the organiser’s discretion but which shall be no less than 1,000.00 EUR.
Leipziger Messe also reserves the right to stop providing the exhibitor with authorisations for
subsequent events.
The authorities have announced that they intend to inspect the exhibition and sales stands again at
the upcoming fair. Please have the necessary documentation and certification on hand to confirm that
your goods are genuine.
During the fair a legal service (subject to fee) will be available for all exhibitors. The lawyer is
specialist in the field of copyright and publishing company right as well as commercial legal protection.
The legal service can be used by all exhibitors, for example to apply for an injunction against an
exhibitor that has infringed the obligation to label (see above), is selling unauthorised products or
infringing industrial property rights.
Please note that there is a fee for the legal service. The costs are as stipulated by law or as agreed.
The costs can be requested of the lawyers.
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